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This solution is called the General Integral; It is   a,   rrelatio
between the variables involving two (or, in the case of tl variables
rz, — 1) independent functions of those variables together*  \vith an
arbitrary functioa of those two (or it — I) functions.
The equation jR=0 could also be satisfied by maklxicr a an
arbitrary function of »2 alone or of ^ alone, so that we shcmld thus
arrive at different classes of General Integrals; but these are all
less general than the former, in which only a single arbitrary
relation between all the quantities a occurs. This is easily seen
from the consideration that if, in equation (C), a3 be expanded in
powers of ax the coefficients are arbitrary functions- of ct , while
if nfr (c&j), an arbitrary function of a1? be expanded in powers of
al the coefficients are merely arbitrary constants ; and tlio latter is
obviously included in the former.
181. It is thus manifest that we have three
distinct classes of solutions of partial differential equations ; it
remains to shew that there are no others, and this will ~foe done
by proving the fallowing theorem :
Every solution of the differential equation' is included *in one or
other of the three classes of solutions of the equation tjuhich are
constituted by the Complete Integral, the Singular Integra,^ and the
General Integral
Let (A) represent the differential equation, and (1) -fctie Com-
plete Integral of this equation; then the equations (B) and (C)
will give the Singular and General Integrals ; let any otHer solu-
tion of the equation be represented by
^ (0, #t, a?a, 08) = 0 ................ ----- (4).
As it is convenient to speak of z as explicitly expressed in
terms of the independent variables, we shall use Z to represent the
value of the dependent variable derived from* (1) and f to represent
the value derived from (4). This last equation gives
 

